Matt Peschau is the Business Development Manager for Education at Ross Video. Matt works directly with hundreds of educators every year to help them adopt industry-standard Ross Video production workflow solutions at their schools so their students can learn true workforce-ready applications. Matt’s experience and dedication to outcome-based, career-ready skilled education reflects Ross Video’s mission to serve educators, together with our industry partners, for the benefit of their students.

Education

Matt Peschau – BDM, Education

Ross seeks to perpetually enhance and grow awareness for industry-standard workflow initiatives among video production instructors, educational technologists and education administrators.

Ross Video – Living Live!

Ross powers video productions for billions of global viewers daily with the industry’s widest range of smart production solutions. Ross Solutions make it easy to create compelling news, weather and sports broadcasts, engaging material for sports stadium screens, entertainment shows and rock concerts. We also offer solutions specifically designed for educational institutions, legislative assemblies, corporate applications and houses of worship.

In order to produce great content, Ross industry customers look to hire career-ready students that have experience with modern workflows. To that end, we offer a series of intuitive, educationally priced workflow solutions and services to bona fide educational institutions. This allows students to learn on industry-standard solutions, which provides our industry customers with a constant stream of work-ready candidates for hire.

Matt Peschau: mpeschau@rossvideo.com
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